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Introduction
The Posters of Denmark Hill
In late March 2020 there were a series of A4s postered around the Denmark Hill Under-
ground station in South London. These small posters stood out from other signage and
advertising for their contentful and seemingly innocuous character; atypical to common
fly posters, their function was not to advertise, call the passersby to action, or engage with
them in any commercial way. Instead, they seemed keen to inform the traveling public of
the area’s history.
One of the posters depicts the aftermath of a First World War bombing of a villa near
the location of the old Platanes hospital. During the clearance of the site, a leather-bound
notebook was found, containing the writings of a teenage girl that had lived there. The
writings describe subterranean passageways, situated below the surface of Denmark Hill.
According to the text, efforts were made to uncover this underground mapping, but to no
avail.1
The series, aptly titled ‘The Mysteries of Denmark Hill’, comprised at least nine differ-
ent posters, each bearing their particular number. Besides the series title and number at
the top, the bottom of each poster featured its respective author’s name. Except for the
actual, physical posters—which quickly disappeared from the walls, with the last one to
survive being taken down by a man in a white Mercedes-Benz van, and thus removed from
the public eye—no definitive trace is known to exist of them, their origin or the stories they
tell, effectively ending their (archival) life there.
What are the implications of traceless information?
If there is no trace left of the posters, then can we confirm their origin, their purpose, and
finally, their validity? In the age of information data streams and its producers are infinite,
yet veracious data is becoming scarce due to the existence or even prevalence of contra-
dictory data.2 In response it becomes necessary to research the trajectory of every slice of
information carefully.3 Information with a sharp cut in its archival history may raise sus-
picion; “where did this data originate?”, or “where has this data gone?”, are questions one
may ask when presented with untraceable information.a The posters mentioned before
are no exception. With their history erased—and their intrinsically disputable and vague
origins—they do not allow for proper investigationb and can therefore never attain a status
of veracity.c
For many, facts and artifacts become ‘real’ when they can be traced back to an origin,
and the internet has given us the means to do precisely that. Something attains veracity
when confirmable online. To exemplify this, Wikipedia requires something to be ‘notable’
to be featured as an article. To claim this notability, something “must be verifiable; if no
reliable, independent sources can be found on a topic, then it should not have a separate
aPerhaps this is an archaic notion, which younger generations—being more fluent in the fast-paced coming
and going of digital data—may regard as obsolete.
bThey may allow for investigation on a different level. The existence of multiple records of an otherwise (sup-
posedly, and at this time) inexistent object could grant it veracity. On the internet, this phenomenon is made
clearer through hyperlinks. Hyperlinks link to a digital object–location. These stay intact even when the original
object is deleted, making its absence directly noticeable.
cHere is implied a hierarchical relationship between the states of veracious and false, in which the default
state is false, and the state of veracious is obtained through an effort of sorts. This is unrelated to the intentions
of the author, and only a question of the existence of a carrier of information and the nature of its contents.
1Eugenie Staffpole, ‘The Mysteries of Denmark Hill (9)’ (2020), A4 Fly Poster.
2Soroush Vosoughi, Deb Roy and Sinan Aral, ‘The spread of true and false news online’, Science 359:6380
(March 2018).
3Kai Shu et al., ‘Fake News Detection on Social Media’, ACM SIGKDD Explorations Newsletter 19:1 (September
2017), </https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3137597.3137600>.
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article.”4 a However, it happens often enough that articles without reliable (but instead
fabricated or highly dubious) sources slip through the cracks.5 b The internet is the largest
archive to date, but the idea that information on the internet only accumulates and never
dissipates is a grave distortion; data gets obscured in private databases, lost in server fires,
or just deleted before it gets the chance to be cached, indexed, and stored at all. Storing
information is expensive, so we hold on to what appears valuable, and seemingly insignif-
icant data simply disappears in all kinds of unexciting ways.
Big brother’s solution: archive everything
But this too is a distortion. Data that seems worthless to you, may be someone else’s gold-
mine. It is the advertiser’s wildest and wettest dream to hijack the view of their target
demographic and seamlessly implement an advert that will trigger them in just the right
way. The only way to achieve this, is if they know what exactly their demographic is think-
ing. Have you been chatting about your craving for Mexican food with your friends? The
next web page you visit kindly informs you that the local Tex-Mex joint has a limited offer,
with free delivery if you order now.c With the right twist, all data can be rendered valuable,
therefore too much information is always better than too little.
Traversing through a city, your image is captured on a variety of CCTV networks and
your phone signals your locations through its wi-fi receptor. Traffic control cameras have
a second agenda, and try to predict criminal behaviour amongst pedestrians. In the same
fashion the internet is tracking you, wherever you surf. Your internet service provider
keeps a record of every address you visit, and most websites run analytical tools in the
background. These tools can track your behaviour down to the movement of your mouse
and simultaneously produce a heatmap of your actions on the page. Whilst there are many
tools out there to hide yourself from these peeping Toms,6 they won’t stop your internet
service provider from following you around.d
The World Wide Web is actively being archived by multiple institutions. Some only
archive very selective information, such as page titles, whereas others aim to archive en-
tire websites. Search engines have extensive databases with web page information that
they collect by sending robots to crawl through sites, collecting hyperlinks along the way.
Search engines also make snapshots of these pages, or caches, which are essentially exact
copies. Because it is unclear whether search engines retain the content they cache, and if
aOf course, these sources can be both online and offline sources, however, offline sources may require more
effort on the side of those who validate the notability, whereas online sources only have to be clicked.
bWikipedia has many issues with factuality. Its widely-sourced and authored quality is unprecedented and
could account for both a higher and lower degree of veracity. It is often regarded as untrustworthy for anyone can
participate, yet it is also more rigorously monitored and updated than a printed equivalent. Perhaps Wikipedia
symbolises a change in the construction of narrative. In this case, events are now constructed in a populist
manner, whereas before a small elite dictated ‘truth’ with a capital T.
cOr, the restaurant can skip the obvious advertising and get you inside before you know it; Niantic (the com-
pany behind Google Earth and various augmented reality games) lures players of their mobile games to commer-
cial locations that pay for each visit of a player (comparable to online advertising space, where cost is generally
click-based).7
dCuriously, the biggest lesson the corporate world seems to have learned from the freedom and privacy of the
internet is that it does not earn them enough money. Nowadays it is not uncommon that, when setting up a
new electronic internet-enabled device, you have to agree to provide your personal information as stated in the
privacy policy, in order to use it.8
4Wikipedia contributors, ‘Wikipedia:Notability’ (2020), </https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:
Notability> [accessed 19 June 2020].
5Srijan Kumar, Robert West and Jure Leskovec, Disinformation on the web: Impact, characteristics, and de-
tection of wikipedia hoaxes, in: 25th International World Wide Web Conference, WWW 2016 (New York, NY,
United States: International World Wide Web Conferences Steering Committee, 2016), </http://dl.acm.org/
citation.cfm?doid=2872427.2883085>, pp.591–593.
6Steven Englehardt et al., Cookies that give you away: The surveillance implications of web tracking, in:
WWW 2015 - Proceedings of the 24th International Conference on World Wide Web (New York, NY, United
States: Association for Computing Machinery, Inc, May 2015), </http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=
2736277.2741679>, p.291.
7Soshana Zuboff, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism (New York, NY, United States: PublicAffairs, 2019), §10.3
para.23–27.
8Zuboff, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism, §8 para.10–15.
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they do, how and for what purpose—though we can presumptuously state for data mining
purposes—and whether they will ever become more than privately accessible, we cannot
call them archives. In contrast, the Internet Archive a attempts to make a fully accessible
archive of the internet. In their case, each time they crawl a web page, a snapshot is made
and published to their public archive. In this way they attempt to slowly archive the entire
internet.
The anti-archive
The internet we all use on a day-to-day basis is at the surface of the ocean, indexedb and
publicly accessible. As such, we call it the clear web. Below that we find the deep web, a
collection of fragments that are more difficult to access and index. The reasons for this
vary, but oftentimes the cause is dynamic or protected content (e.g. a page that shows you
specific information dependent on a previously entered query or an organisation’s intranet
that is accessible only to employees with the required credentials). Technically the deep
web is still accessible by everyone with a regular browser, should they know the correct
address, credentials or query.9 Not unlike the clear web, your service provider can monitor
your visits to deep web websites, there is no difference for them. The dark web, in contrast
to the deep web, is not so much a substrate, but a series of alternative networks, built
to protect the identity of its users. When using the dark web with a properly configured
browser, your surfing is hidden from everyone, including your internet service provider.
Figure 1: The distribution of the internet, where the clear web and deep web are the same ‘body of water’ and the
dark web a separate one.
There are search engines and archives dedicated to collecting dark web data. However,
these archives are very limited and tend to focus only on a handful of websites, such as
a marketplace or two, and since indexing an inherently evasive network is impractical to
say the least, the search engines do not function well either and go offline quickly.10 Fur-
thermore, since it is not uncommon for websites in general to utilise methods that keep
the unwanted out—intranets, privacy-locked pages on social media, and dingy message
boards all hide their content behind a certain form of authentication, be it a password,
an accepted friendship request, or even a simple captcha—and most websites on the dark
aAvailable at /archive.org.
b‘Indexed’ should not be confused with ‘charted’. Locations on the internet are highly fluid, and navigating it
is always blind to an extent.
9Michael K. Bergman, ‘White Paper: The Deep Web: Surfacing Hidden Value’, Journal of Electronic Publish-
ing 7:1 (August 2001), </http://hdl.handle.net/2027/spo.3336451.0007.104>.
10Robert W. Gehl, ‘Archives for the Dark Web: A Field Guide for Study’, chap. Archives in: Iewis Ievenberg, Tai
Neilson and David Rheams, editors, Research Methods for the Digital Humanities (Cham, Switzerland: Springer
Nature Switzerland, 2018), pp.40–44.
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web are on the dark web precisely because of privacy, the deep dark web is vast.a
Figure 2: Archiving the clear web is comparable to dragging a fish net, catching web pages in the process, whereas
archiving the deep web requires the deliberate ‘harpooning’ of individual pages.
Digital data can leave a ‘residue’ when it is erased from a drive, allowing it to be recov-
ered, but when it comes to unarchived information on the internet, there is no residue;
gone really means gone. From an archival point of view the dark web is an unreliable net-
work where ‘a site can be online one minute and gone the next.’11 What implications does
this lack of a singular data’s history have for our collective archive fever,b especially when
we consider that this problem can easily be transposed to other—more reliable and estab-
lished—systems. Furthermore, in a time of information abundance, does the inability to
validate or even invalidate information to an absolute degree render all existing informa-
tion suspicious?c
aHere it would be interesting to mention a precise size comparison between the dark web – clear web, and
dark web – deep dark web. However, it appears to be hard to find a recent and reliable estimate. In 2001 Bergman
revealed (in a white paper for the company BrightPlanet) that ‘the deep Web contains 7,500 terabytes of infor-
mation, compared to nineteen terabytes of information in the surface Web’.12 In 2014 BrightPlanet stated that,
by then, the web had increased in size to such a degree that it had ‘become near impossible to replicate the 2001
study’.13 Two sources refer to a 2014 study in Supercomputing Frontiers and Innovations that estimates the stor-
age capacity of the internet,1415 but neither clearly reference the study, and it also does not seem to be online.
b‘Archive Fever: the desire to recover moments of inception, to find and possess all sorts of beginnings.’16 The
concept of ‘Archive Fever’ as such was introduced by Derrida in ‘Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression’. Here
he also touched lightly on what the effect of a technology, such as e-mail, would have had on the creation of a
specific archive.17 In contrast to the physical, offline world, the digital nature of the internet makes it much more
feasible to trace information back to its first online occurrence and gather knowledge about its transformations.
On Know Your Meme (/knowyourmeme.com) users collectively investigate the origins of internet memes. Through
advancements in machine learning, creating ‘internet-etymologies’ of contemporary visual data could become
as straightforward as doing the same for text.
cMore sensible would be to state that, perhaps the internet reveals (to a greater degree) that, on a global
scale, information has always been suspicious. What this method of mass connectivity highlights is the complex
relationship between information and the notion of veracity.
11Gehl, ‘Archives for the Dark Web: A Field Guide for Study’, p.44.
12Bergman, ‘White Paper: The Deep Web: Surfacing Hidden Value’.
13BrightPlanet, ‘How Big is the Internet?’ (2014), </https://brightplanet.com/2014/11/05/big-
internet/> [accessed 24 June 2020].
14Stephanie Pappas, ‘How Big Is the Internet, Really?’ (2016), </https://www.livescience.com/54094-
how-big-is-the-internet.html> [accessed 24 June 2020].
15Alexandre Cardoso et al., Use of virtual and augmented reality as tools for visualization of information: A
systematic review, in: Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, volume 903 (Springer Verlag, 2019).
16Carolyn Steedman, Dust: The Archive and Cultural History (New Brunswick, NJ, United States: Rutgers Uni-
versity Press, 2002), p.1161.
17Jacques Derrida, ‘Archive fever: a Freudian impression’, trans. by Prenowitz, Eric, Diacritics 25:2 (1995), p.17.
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1 Prologue
In a previous writing I explored the potential of an artwork’s frame (or context) to shape
our perception of it. Building upon Derrida’s ‘Parergon’, the final chapter claims that the
documentation of an artwork is far more significant than the artwork itself in all its phys-
icality. First of all, in terms of reach: thousands may see a drawing in a museum, but tens
of thousands more may experience its photocopy printed in a book. And this is true even
more so with the advance of the internet and global communication. Secondly, in terms of
malleability: A documentational photograph of an art exhibition will not give away more
than what is available to the eye. It may show an impressive collection of work, but it won’t
show you the failing visitor count.18 A persuasive strength of archived information is the
illusion of relevance, obtained through its archiving. But the more deceitful strength—that
not unlike the previous, doubles as a great weakness of archives—is malleability. Archives
are inherently difficult devices that not only preserve, but also serve.
In ‘Touching the void: Affective history and the impossible’ it is exemplified how a re-
searcher’s physical position in regards to an archive can influence their perspective on it.
Holding an original, historical document can bring you closer to the subject of research,
and in the process provide you with different perspectives. Here it is important to note
that an emotional and rational attraction can be difficult to distinguish from one another,
making it harder to pinpoint bias. Perhaps the crux of archives is their human aspect, and
Robinson amplifies this when raising her concerns about the Barbara Castle Collection at
the Bodleian. The collection contains two IBM machines that allow for viewing some of
the archive—even though these documents have also been digitised into more modern
formats—in the same fashion as it was created at the time. Robinson argues for the pos-
sibility of the ‘archaic appearance’ of the IBM consoles engendering a ‘distance between
the researcher and [the documents’ contents]’.19 This distance may at once strengthen a
sense of rational disconnection, as well as emotional ‘exoticism’20 on the opposite end of
the spectrum.
In contrast to old digital (or digitised) archives, contemporary digital archives are often
dynamic. It is not uncommon for archives to be in constant creation and authored by
thousands, if not more. On online platforms many users may participate in appending and
adjusting the same archive, in the form of, for example, a discussion board. Realistically,
archiving such an environment for the future implies copying whatever is accessible and,
like Mount Vesuvius, rendering the dynamic static. Those researching a still ‘live’ archive,a
have a curious position, as they are hard to distinguish from ‘lurking’ participants and
their actions, however minor, may influence the formation of the archive to a degree.
The following chapters investigate a hidden online community, based on the dark
web, and some of the content its members produce during the period of about a year. It
presents content pulled directly from the archives of a discussion board and transposes it
to a new context, making biased assumptions in the process. Various fragmented observa-
tions are presented to give an insight into both the ephemerality of archived information
and the malleability thereof. The main location where this ‘story’ takes place is ‘Pizza Mar-
ket’; an online discussion board on the dark web that I found when researching this topic.
On this discussion board registered users can communicate seemingly undisturbed, en-
joying a level of privacy and security that makes them feel comfortable enough to discuss
topics they would not discuss elsewhere. At the start of this exploration I had no knowl-
aThis includes both journalists and historians, for a message board from 2000 may still be active and in use,
and ancient threads may not have been closed or archived (i.e. it may still be possible to contribute to an old
thread). Old content that is live may also still be editable to the authors, moderators, and administrators. Unless
there exists an externally archived version of the page, one can’t always be certain it has not been tampered with
at a later moment in time.
18Melle Nieling, Hardcover Binding (Enschede, Netherlands: AKI, Academy for Art & Design, 2016), pp.50–55.
19Emily Robinson, ‘Touching the void: Affective history and the impossible’, Rethinking History 14:4 (2010),
pp.508–511.
20ibid., p.513.
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edge about the nature of Pizza Market, its members, or its purpose, only assumptions.
Figure 3: Index page of the Pizza Market discussion board on 14 August 2019.
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2 Invite codes
Publicly accessible online discussion boards have to deal with large amounts of spam,
trolling, and other forms of unwanted behaviour. There are many ways administrators
tackle these issues, with the most extreme being a complete lockdown. New users are dis-
allowed to sign-up, unless they are invited by existing members. In this case a prospective
member requires an ‘invitation code’: a unique and auto-generated identifier that allows
a single registration and expires immediately after usage. Because such a system keeps
the unwanted out, it also safeguards a certain sense of quality and security. The content is
completely hidden to passersby, and without being invited, one cannot contribute to the
platform. The invitations for these boards trickle down from the core users to their friends
at the fringes. Members of the community are expected to attract qualitative newbies by
handing them these exclusive invitations.
It occurs, however, that membership of a certain community is so sought after that it
becomes lucrative for rogue members to sell invitations to strangers. One such salesman
abusing the system goes by the moniker zbuf12. Zbuf12 sells invitation codes for the on-
line discussion board Pizza Market, for the cryptocurrency equivalent of 15 US-dollars.
Pizza Market claims to be ‘regulating the online pizza market since 2018’,21 but accord-
ing to Zbuf12’s advertisement it is known for its exquisite taste for illicit material.22 After
contacting Zbuf12, he directs me to his e-mail address, where the exchange will be further
discussed.
From: zbuf12 <zbuf12@protonmail.ch> 11:38 (3 hours ago)
To: Mhari
Hey the site rquires an invite code, so your going to have to use this code when you register
for an account. Also i don’t know if you are going to have to wait for them to like verify your
account that its not a bot, but i can’t remember that, so your probably able to login straight
after register. When it shows in my wallet, ill send you the code here.
Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
—— Original Message ——
Mhari <mharihari@protonmail.ch> wrote:
23
From: zbuf12 <zbuf12@protonmail.ch> 13:10 (2 hours ago)
To: Mhari
Yes thx
F/Ar3w3I1%7R-tH
Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
—— Original Message ——
Mhari <mharihari@protonmail.ch> wrote:
24
My first suspicion in regards to Zbuf12’s trustworthiness is raised when he warns that
the discussion board may have another security measure in place, besides the invite codes.
According to them, registrations could be actively monitored by the administrators, re-
21Pizza Market, ‘Index of Pizza Market’ (2019), </http://pzamrkt6cyjhl8x.onion/> [accessed 19 August
2019].
22zbuf12, ‘pizza market codes $CHEAP$ | BitWarehouse’ (2019), </https://bwarekntrz5vji.onion/wareh/
3/zbuf12/o-12?> [accessed 18 August 2019].
23zbuf12, ‘Invite codes’ (2019), Email.
24ibid.
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quiring a manual validation, before being finalised. Oddly enough, however, Zbuf12 is
not certain of the whole registration process. I decide to go forward with the transaction,
despite my suspicions. Upon payment, Zbuf12 provides a key, that should subsequently
provide access to the Pizza Market community. Even more suspicion is raised when the
code received seems to spell ‘farewell’ in bastardised leetspeaka. After entering my desired
username of ‘pepperonipower’, password, and the invitation code, I find myself stranded
on a disappointing error page; against all odds the code turns out to be incorrect.
Incorrect code
Your code is invalid or has already been used. Our codes are case-sensitive and can only
be used for 1 registration. That means they are UNIQUE. Try again with a different code.
25
Naturally, my curiosity for this elusive community is amplified by my disability to ac-
cess it. Anxious to investigate it further, I come across the dark web marketplace ‘SDAR-
ROH3’—which comes across as a poor attempt at spelling Harrod’s in reverse—which
turns out to be my salvation. Pizza Market appears to be a popular stomping ground for
the lawless; SDARROH3 has at least two users offering the service I seek. Claydoucho, who,
with a four-star-rating on SDARROH3, requests only 8 US-dollars in cryptocurrency for a
code. Rather than delivering an error message, Claydoucho’s key unlocks a congratulatory
page, relieving me of my FOMOb. My Pizza Market account is now successfully registered.
Figure 4: The index page of the dark web marketplace SDARROH3 on 19 August 2019.
aAn informal spelling system where letters are substituted by numbers and other characters. In leetspeak
‘leatspeak’ would be ‘13375p34k’.
bFear of missing out.
25Pizza Market, ‘Incorrect code - Pizza Market’ (2019), </http://pzamrkt6cyjhl8x.onion/ucp.php?mode=
register> [accessed 19 August 2019].
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3 Hamsquat
After being registered, one of the first posts to catch my attention is by a user named Ham-
squat. At the time of writing, Hamsquat is still a relatively new user, but throughout my
exploration his presence is to become more and more cemented. This post stands out
both for its odd use of language compared to other posts on the platform, and its discus-
sion of, what I assume to be, the smuggle of SD cards from Asia to Europe.
Digital goodies from A to E?
By Hamsquat on April 15th 2019 at 17:12
Fellow pizza pirates,
A bit of difficulty, mixed with desperation, hear me out:
So you’re on a trip to the beauties of Asia, enjoying the foods in ’nam, the views in Thailand,
you get it, you’ve all been there, seen it, done it, it’s all welly minty. Then you’re ready to
head back home, ticket in hand, bags packed, ‘bills’ paid, all clean and of course(!) nothing
to declare. Except for maybe that stack of digital goodness, those flimsy cards with all your
dearest crust cooked into them. You suddenly realise it’s maybe a tad suspicious to enter
gate 15 with a moderately sized handbag full, and the CO absolutely agrees.
So CO pulls you aside, first grinning, asks you all kinds of unnerving questions in a pidgin
language that remotely resembles the ramblings of a drunk highlander, and gets angry whilst
you ineloquently reply: "it’s just work stuff," hoping to avoid a quick pop into his old laptop to
check your family photos, and accidentally set him off. "You here pleasure. Pleasure, you
say work!" He shouts repeatedly, growing red and calling all his pals to join in on the frenzy.
So, when the final boss, some official with a vocabulary over 50 words, finally gets in the
room, you claim "these aren’t mine, and I don’t know what they are talking about, I haven’t
packed them, please throw them away."
So, I am just a one-legged, eye-patched land rot now, and require the knowledge of some
real sea-farers. HOW DO YOU MOVE THEM?
EDIT, Yes was all encrypted, not that retarded. Also, removed reference to the club, as that
was really unnecessary. They’re great...
EDIT 2. I will be trying this again, yes, but next time I’ll pack some browns. Sheez
26
Hamsquat is having some trouble. He tried to fly from point A to B with a bag packed
with ‘digital goodness’, but the load got seized. In the forum post quoted above, he is re-
laying his experience to his fellow online swashbucklers, hoping for some useful advice
for a future trip. After shortly addressing his peers, he quickly moves to the topic at hand:
his painful experience in Asia. Hamsquat had been enjoying his trip in the Oriental to
the fullest, and was finally ready to head home, when he realised he had packed his bags
with goods that may raise some eyebrows. And indeed, eyebrows were raised. Hamsquat
speaks of CO, an abbreviation that could stand for just about anything; a current offer,
contemporary ontology, customs officer, or perhaps an unexpectedly connotated object.
(Following Malcolm Goudall’s ‘Denotation Model’27, we can eliminate most options, as
they do not match the narrative. In this case, CO most likely means customs officer.) A
customs officer pulled Hamsquat aside, interrogating him intensely regarding his strange
packing, in broken English. Our pirate wasn’t having any of it, and tried to avoid a sit-
uation by improvidently responding that the goods he was about to transport from A to
E—accident to emergency, anywhere to England, Asia to Europe—was ‘just work stuff’.
The language barrier hardened: the customs officer got awfully confused as Hamsquat,
who had previously claimed to be traveling for pleasure, mentioned the word ‘work’. The
customs officer’s overseer—who’s English proficiency is adequate enough to qualify for a
26Hamsquat, ‘Digital Goodies from A to E?’ (2019), </http://pzamrkt6cyjhl8x.onion/viewtopic.php?f=
6&p=1913> [accessed 15 November 2019].
27Malcolm Goudall, Language and Somatic Discipline (New Haven, CT, United States: Yale University Press,
1988), pp.144–145.
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compliment from Hamsquat—is called in to deal with the potential bust. Hamsquat feels
threatened by this man’s extensive knowledge of his native language, and is pressured into
forfeiture. With dwindling motivation, he decides to say the goods were never his in the
first place, and he just wants to throw them away. It appears Hamsquat still walks, talks,
and posts on sketchy internet forums as a free man, so we can conclude: mission accom-
plished. Or, perhaps not entirely. Hamsquat wants to know how to avoid a murky situation
next time around. He admits his defeat, his loss of dignity, and requests the knowledge, the
know-how, of real pirates.
Figure 5: Thread ‘Digital goodies from A to E?’, started by user Hamsquat on Pizza Market.
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4 Overnight express
Regardless of the security measures in place at Pizza Market, the language used by the
community is vague. Pinpointing exactly what is being discussed often proves difficult
and sometimes impossible. Oftentimes a user may seem to be hinting at an extremity such
as child exploitation in one post, then drug use in another. Each illicit activity seamlessly
blends into the next, irrespective of discrepancies. It is not uncommon for the topic of
a post to come across as completely arbitrary. In a post titled ‘Overnight express’ a few
users discuss the delivery of something that remains absolutely unnamed, yet appears to
be clearly defined to those involved in the discussion.
Overnight express
By gandalfthegreen on September 11th at 15:34
Anyone any luck with overnight express?
By Hamsquat
I need to know the same thing, I have to have some by Friday latest and its Wednesday
now... Someone would make a lot of money if they did this and did it the right way.
By boombox1
SSH does a pretty good job as long as you order before the cutoff time it seems to be shipped
out same day consistently and arrives by the second day at the latest, but many get it the
next day. It’s pricy but the product I got recently was amazing.
By Hamsquat
Who’s SSH? And on what market?
By Lilcutieinluv
Best chance is deff with SSH!
But their is no guaranteed overnight anymore, they changed it to a bastardised overnight
they call "1 or 2 day express".
Can honestly say most arrive in 24 hours but they’re not guaranteed to arrive until the second
day now
By Brujuan86
Ham, they sell right here link but not so sure about ssh tbh, last time was about 3 days late.
Its nm but not what I pay for rly. . . If any1 know another service lmk
By gandalfthegreen
Thanks, seems pretty reliable, good rating. Also read about DayDreamz, anyone have ex-
perience with that? Very competetive prices, might do a test order
By Hamsquat
If you do, let us know. Their prices are competitive.
28
Gandalfthegreen is wondering whether anyone can recommend them a service that
offers the overnight express delivery of something. Hamsquat, who clearly knows what
Gandalfthegreen seeks, says he needs to know the same. It is Wednesday, and he has to
have ‘some’ on Friday. According to him this gap in the market—if exploited well—could
make someone awfully rich. A user by the name of boombox1 chips in, and mentions that
‘SSH’ does the job well. SSH is reliable in shipping out the same day, if you order before
the ‘cutoff time’ (the time before the lines are closed and they start shipping out). It may
cost a premium, but the package arrives within one- or two-days’ time.
28gandalfthegreen et al., ‘Overnight express’ (2019), </http://pzamrkt6cyjhl8x.onion/
viewtopic.php?f=3&t=3003> [accessed 12 September 2019].
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Hamsquat is confused, because he has never heard of SSH, and wants to know what
marketplace they operate on. His question goes unheard, and instead another crew mem-
ber confirms that SSH is the best options out there. Their guaranteed overnight express is
no longer guaranteed, but they are still the speediest in the game. Whilst Brujuan86 is un-
certain of this, having a poor experience with their delivery service, they still provide Ham-
squat with a link to the marketplace, as requested. The thread starter, gandalfthegreen,
thanks everyone and asks if anyone has experience with a competitor called ‘DayDreamz’.
They might even do a small test order to get acquainted with their service. Regardless of
the there being no link or other indication given as to where to find DayDreamz, Hamsquat
seems to know where to find them, noting that ‘their prices are competitive’.
Figure 6: Thread ‘Overnight express’ started by user gandalfthegreen on Pizza Market.
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5 Real name
A great concern of many dark web users—though this is not limited to the dark web—is
doxing (or ‘doxxing’). Doxing is the act of revealing (publicising) private, real world infor-
mation of another user without their consent. At times it is weaponised, in the sense that
people use it not only to aggravate, but also with the intention to harm. Being outed on
a platform that has ties to illicit activity, could of course jeopardise one’s entire life. As a
result, on the dark web doxing is seen as such a malpractice that users generally want to
avoid receiving anyone’s private information, even if they willingly share it.
Serious Announcement & Doxxing Alert
By deadmin on September 2nd 2019 at 12:14
Hello crew
As some of you are aware there has been a fucking huge issue going on on the pizza in
the last hours. Multiple of our ‘members’ stole other members’ personal details. We do not
know if these details are real or not. Also I personally dont see the point in investigating that
further that may only further jeopardise people.
Doxxing and everything that can lead to someone being doxxed is not tolerated in our com-
munity. Prying into someone’s real life is highly disencouraged, as it may seriously impact
their life. We do everything in our power to remove any content that may result in a dox and
instaban every account involved, NO FUCKING WARNINGS
But please remember that this also means to watch what you post and we cannot really do
a lot if you give your shit away. The concerned person is aware that they posted something
that gave away too much info about himself and a shittrain followed. Refrain from posting
information that can reveal your offline identity. No matter how insignificant it may be! We
can ban people, but we can’t remove the info from their computers. So be fucking careful
Deadmin
29
In early September 2019, at least two Pizza Market members were threatened with dox-
ing. In response Deadmin, the user account of the administrator of Pizza Market, sends
out an announcement, warning the crew of the dangers of sharing information related to
their offline identity. They explain that some crew members managed to get hold of data
that could reveal the true identity of others. The veracity of the data is unknown as of yet,
and further investigation will only compromise the involved users.
Deadmin reassures the crew that doxing is a serious offence on these boards, as it can
have a serious impact on the victim’s life. What happens at sea, should stay at sea. Those
who violate the code are forced to disembark by walking the plank—off the pizza and into
the sauce. In other words: should you attempt to dox someone; you risk an instant ban
(deletion of your account).
This, however, also requires some common sense from the users themselves. Suppos-
edly, one user shared information that led to the uncovering of his real identity, causing a
lot of commotion. Every slice of information you share could technically be a lead to your
real person.
29deadmin, ‘Serious Announcement & Doxxing Alert’ (2019), </http://pzamrkt6cyjhl8x.onion/
viewtopic.php?f=5&t=3189> [accessed 5 October 2019].
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6 Hamsquat again
After a hiatus in my exploration, I decided to find out how well Pizza Market users pro-
tect themselves against doxing. I set out to find information about users on the clear web,
using only the information they had posted themselves on the boards. After several at-
tempts, I realised this was more difficult than I thought it to be. A rudimentary search for
‘Hamsquat’ on the clear web yields few results, for example. Some confused fitness en-
thusiasts believe it to be a type of exercise and others appear to relate more to the first half
of the word. I was unable to find a single instance of a user giving away information that
could link me to their true identity. In Trail of Words Irving and Worthing attest that ‘the
most obvious telltale [of authorship of separate texts] is the systematic usage of a word or
set of words in an abnormal manner’,30 which led me to look deeper into abnormal word
usage.
By Hams4
I read it a while ago, and even though my memory is far from great, I remember it being a firm
little read. The characters were a tad out of tone here and there, and the last chapter broke
the atmosphere the author previously established, but other than that it was welly minty.
Would I recommend this book to anyone? Depends, if you’ve read Savage before, then yes.
You might not like this work, as it is wholly different from his usual stuff, but it is nonetheless
a good insight into the man! If you haven’t read any Savage, I recommend starting with his
later work. His early writing is far less accessible, and really doesn’t represent what he’s
doing now.
31
This post is featured on a discussion board about books called Booknode. In this post
the expression ‘welly minty’ is used in the same way that Hamsquat uses it regularly on the
Pizza Market discussion boards. It is the only occurrence of this specific word combination
on the clear web. It is safely assumable that both Hamsquat on Pizza Market and Hams4
on Booknode are operated by the same person. A rough translation of ‘Hams4’ gives us
‘hams quad’, which is awfully close to ‘Hamsquat’. Hams4 appears to be a regular user on
Booknode, having been registered since 2008 and frequently sharing updates and short
reviews about what he has been reading. Most of his reviews are of short stories, which he
says to ‘have a particular fondness of’.32 In another post, Hams4 shares his feelings on a
Jorge Luis Borges short story.
[read] A Universal History of Infamy, Jorge Luis Borges
By Hams4
Hola worms,
Just finished reading Borges’ A Universal History of Infamy. Borges may not have liked the
book, but in my opinion it’s a very generous read. I read the English translation, containing
the additional short stories he added in 1954, including the famed On Exactitude in Science.
Bit of a spoiler ahead, proceed with caution:
Borges gives us very vivid imagery of passionate crime for the sake of crime. For instance,
one chapter recites the story of a young and diligent carpenter, Jack, who one day decides
to give in to drinking and ends up visiting a whorehouse. He marries a whore and they live
quietly for a few months, until she is arrested. Jack, not being allowed to visit his wife, breaks
his wife out of prison. The two flee and Jack starts burgling in order to sustain themselves.
Every time he burgles a house, he celebrates by drinking, is caught sleeping on the street,
gets sent to prison and escapes again.
30Roman Irving and Brad Worthing, Trail of Words: A Study of Forensic Linguistics (Modesto, CA, United States:
Modesto University Press, 2004).
31Hams4, ‘Savage - The Great Lapse’ (2019), </http://booknode.net/forum/books-aa/suggestions/
11054-savage-the-great-lapse> [accessed 16 November 2019].
32Hams4, ‘Mega-topic: Best book you’ve read’ (2017), </http://booknode.net/forum/books-aa/
booktalk/14618-mega-topic-best-book-youve-read> [accessed 16 November 2019].
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After a fifth successful burglary he decides to bemore cautious and dons the wealthy people’s
clothes. This time he doesn’t stop to drink when passing the ale house, and turns the corner
instead, walking straight into a mugger who stabs him to death. In Borges’ words, "that night
he bleeds out where he previously slept out his stupor."
Let me know if you’ve read it, what you think, and what you recommend.
By Soncrates
You know I don’t have a favorite author - and while Borges could definitely be a contender
for the spot, I remain sceptical with this one. Each chapter is a fictionalized account of a
true crime story, some more inventive than others. I cannot recall reading the chapter you
summarized, but I will look it up in my copy. I suggest you read Ficciones.
By carolreads
I looked on my list and I haven’t read nothing by any south american authors yet!
So this is a good place to start?
I ordered the book and will let you know my opinion when I’m done. (may post updates)
I love crime stories :)
By Hams4
Soncrates wrote:
You know I don’t have a favorite author - and while Borges could definitely be a
contender for the spot, I remain sceptical with this one. Each chapter is a fictional-
ized account of a true crime story, some more inventive than others. I cannot recall
reading the chapter you summarized, but I will look it up in my copy. I suggest you
read Ficciones.
Read Ficciones over 10 years ago, and it was great. Borges kept lingering in the back of
my head, just took me a while to read another book of his.
carolreads wrote:
I looked on my list and I haven’t read nothing by any south american authors yet!
So this is a good place to start?
I ordered the book and will let you know my opinion when I’m done. (may post
updates)
I love crime stories :)
Glad it sparked your interest, let me know once you’ve read it, Carol.
33
Right after finishing the 1972 or 2004 English translation of Borges’ A Universal History
of Infamy, Hamsquat shares his reading experience online. Borges may have thought the
book to be one of his lesser works, but Hamsquat truly enjoyed it. His favourite chapter in
the book tell the story of Jack, a young carpenter turned whoring burglar. Jack is a success-
ful burglar, but awful drunk; each successful burglary he celebrates with excessive drink-
ing, resulting in his capture. Being a smart criminal when sober, however, he manages to
escape from his cell time and again. After four tries Jack figures out that he shoots him-
self in the foot, if he indulges straight after a job, and decides to be more careful this time.
However, in doing so, he ends up in the wrong place at the wrong time and dies by a dag-
ger to the heart. A couple of users respond to Hamsquat’s celebration of Borges; Soncrates
expresses his confusing uncertainty about having a favourite author and the position of
this book on his shelf. He seems unable to remember Hamsquat’s favourite chapter. Ac-
33Hams4, Soncrates and carolreads, ‘A Universal History of Infamy, Jorge Luis Borges’ (2019), </http:
//booknode.net/forum/books-aa/i-have-read/15668-a-universal-history-of-infamy-jorge-
luis-borges> [accessed 17 November 2019].
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cording to him Borges’ short stories are of varying quality, and he recommends Ficciones.
Carol is a great fan of crime stories and has never read a book by a South American author;
thus, she decides to treat A Universal History of Infamy as an introduction, and will relay
her opinion to Hamsquat.
Reading through Hamsquat’s posts on ‘Booknode’, he comes across as average and not
suspicious of criminal behaviour at all. Having captured my interest, I decide to reach out
to him in a private message and ask some questions about Pizza Market, without having
any expectations of a response.
Figure 7: Thread ‘A Universal History of Infamy, Jorge Luis Borges’ started by Hams4 on Booknode.
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7 Closure and revival
On the dark web things change rapidly; websites appear, disappear, and resurface contin-
uously and without notice. The same goes for the communities these sites harbour. Once
a website goes out of the air, an entire community suddenly loses its stomping ground,
and peripheral services are flooded with enquiries about the situation. A genuine reit-
eration may quickly surface, in a recognisable format that is similar to its old shape, or
the ‘formula’ may fall prey to copycats and phishers, eager to exploit the situation. In the
latter scenario a website bearing the same identity—but that is run by someone else—is
announced. Some simply want to revive the old community, but others may intend to
trick the users into signing up, in order to, for example, steal their data.
/u/GreatFreaxx
Ahoy, it seems HDG has put Pizza Market back online. It’s now available on
pza88e38u0ml2l1kd84b6nc739xhd9ad.onion. seems valid, let me know what you think.
/u/dumbphone
Is this legit?
/u/the_box
Great. That’s one I have missed. I’m checking it out and will let you know
—/u/the_box
—100% legit
——/u/dumbphone
——Phew, thnx for the effort
/u/afreight2train
How are you sure it valid??
—/u/littlehatstinycats
—He isn’t, this is fake
——/u/afreight2train
——Care to eleberate?
——/u/GreatFreax
——Got pgp verification lol
—/u/GreatFreax
—Admin has since given pgp verification, pretty solid imo
34
It is difficult to identify each other online, and confirm that whoever you are talking to
is who they say they are. Especially when everyone is purposely trying to obfuscate their
identity for legal and privacy reasons—as is the case on the dark web—identification is
complicated. Therefore, these resurrections bring a spadeful of earthy scepticism along
with them from the grave. The least complex, but riskiest, way to prove some level of
legitimacy, is through traditional trial and error. Scouting users go headfirst into the new
website and report back to the hoi polloi. This is what happened to Pizza Market.
Around 10 December 2019, the Pizza Market discussion boards went offline. There
was no trace left of the website, as the URL had suddenly become a dead end. Lacking
34/u/GreatFreax et al., ‘HDG’s pizza market returns’ (2020), </http://dreadditevelidot.onion/post/
4f65bc3187f33030> [accessed 6 January 2020].
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the popularity of other more prevalent communities, it took until 3 January 2020 for a
replacement to be mentioned on Dreada. User /u/GreatFreax was the first to mention the
resurrected board.
According to /u/GreatFreax the new iteration of Pizza Market was completely valid.
Several sceptical users went to investigate this further, but also to them everything seemed
as usual. The website had a distinctive new look, but this did not seem like an issue to
them. The diaspora reversed as the community slowly returned, reflourished, and en-
joyed its renaissance, sharing the usual material and regulating the online Pizza Market as
it always had.
Figure 8: Thread ‘HDG’s pizza market returns’ started by /u/GreatFreax on Dread.
aA dark web discussion platform modelled to look like the popular clear web platform ‘Reddit’.
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8 The last slice
Danger! Do NOT use this form
By User45
Sure yall aware of whats been going on and if you havent listen up. Greedymarx, EdKiddo,
gandalfthegreen and Brujuan disappeared. You probs think so what, idc. And really tbh I
dont really care either.
Call me whatever but this isnt really a one for all all for one community imo.
For me its my ass first. But ill put this out as a fair warning.
Leave these forums and do it now. Delete your posts and gtfo. (ive deleted mine already)
Why?
I think were been duped.
1. Some have mentioned how HDG and admins/mods post frequent updates and aint
really anymore since 2.0
2. The 2.0 layout being due to “more secure software” is bullshit tbf. . .
3. Why wouldn’t the admins use the old database, if there was no leak?
4. Hamsquat warning about investigations before leaving
5. At least 4 members leaving in the same week?
My thoughts are that this aint HDG and theyre just been collecting enough info to sweep yall
up. I suggest leaving b4 its too late. And I kno there will be a new pizza market anyway once
HDG returns just be patient. . .
By Dantheman
idk about this really. you make fair points, but I just don’t see it connect. i need to be
convinced lol
By Grub666
I call bullshit on thi.s Have fun deleting all your posts
35
In early March 2020, a handful of Pizza Market users started voicing their suspicions
regarding the discussion board’s legitimacy. Of these, User45 was one of the first to start
a thread in order to warn the rest of the board of the supposedly impending danger. On
5 March, at 13:55, they alerted the community, pressing them to jump ship and leave no
trace behind.
User45 is convinced that the ‘sudden’ disappearance of five crew members is more
than a coincidence. According to them the entire community has been deceived, and
Pizza Market 2.0 is not a real reincarnation of the board. There are clear signs, they write:
other than the disappearances, the administrators rarely post updates and they lie to the
members. Pizza Market 2.0 is not run the real Hot Deals Group, but by phishers, who have
conned the users into giving away enough personal data in order to be caught. User45 ad-
vises everyone to leave before it is too late. The response, however, is not quite as certain.
The other crew members are reluctant to believe the accusations and need more convinc-
ing; they want to see real, physical proof before they will believe anything.
35User45, Dantheman and Grub666, ‘Danger! Do NOT use this forum’ (2020), </http://
pza88e38u0ml2l1kd84b6nc739xhd9ad.onion/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=384> [accessed 15 March 2020].
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2.0 IS FAKE
By Wuliwuli
Posted the same thing on dread, because this will get deleted asap So I was just checking
into the original verification back in january and the only thing I could find was a screenshot
from boxman (with only 3 posts?) of the pgp. Where all the other posts from this time have
gone I don’t know? Maybe there weren’t any. Anyway, I ran a text detection software on the
original verification:
[ spoiler ]
And decrypted it myself:
Check for yourself:
[ spoiler ]
Feel free to copy it over manually if you want. . . how did nobody check this before? How did
I never check this before, were have these threads even gone? How fucking retarded are
we??
By boombox1
Didn’t like freighttrain also do a verification at the time?
By Dantheman
possibly boom, but i cant find his posts so idk. but freight hasnt been active on this new
forum
By Wuliwuli
boombox1 wrote:
Didn’t like freighttrain also do a verification at the time?
That’s what I thought, but I couldn’t find it
By boombox1
I copied over all the characters manually. your right, that verifcation pic is fake
36
Wuliwuli starts out by saying that, in order to circumvent censorship, they have mir-
rored the post on the Dread boards. After reading the frightful warning posted by User45,
they had decided to dive deep into the archives of Pizza Market 2.0, in search of the truth.
What he uncovered was the original PGP signaturea, the verification that once proved the
legitimacy of this reiteration and brought the community back to life. Upon attempting to
a‘Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) is an implementation of public-key cryptography ... the owner of the private key
encrypts a message using their private key, and generates a digital signature to accompany the message. The
receiving party can then use the public key to check the digital signature against the message, and see if it is
authentic.’37
36Wuliwuli, boombox1 and Dantheman, ‘2.0 IS FAKE’ (2020), </http://
pza88e38u0ml2l1kd84b6nc739xhd9ad.onion/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=389> [accessed 5 March 2020].
37IARC Europe, ‘2016 Handbook for Internet Technologies and Cybersecurity’ (2016), </http://iarc.eu/
archive/2016/IARC_2016_Handbook_for_Internet_Technologies_and_Cybersecurity_p16_PGP_
Encryption.pdf> [accessed 17 April 2020], Digital document.
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verify it he found that someone had tampered with the signature. Wuliwuli wonders how
they could have been foolish enough not to perform a double check before. The other
users are heedful and question if this was the only verification done at the time. Boom-
box1 confirms Wuliwuli’s disappointment and the noise quiets down. Defeated in their
victory the crew members slowly retract to the periphery.
Figure 9: Thread ‘Danger! Do NOT use this forum’, started by user User45 on Pizza Market.
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9 Epilogue
By 15 March 2020 there were hardly any fresh posts on Pizza Market, with the only new
threads being started by a handful of unaware newcomers. Being faced with an unrespon-
sive community, they too left, leaving the boards to die out. Since then the website has
completely vanished and no mention has been made of a possible Pizza Market 3.0.
With the dissolution of the board I started looking through the many screenshots and
notes I had taken. One screenshot contained the XMPP contact information of a user
called DankXp, to whom I reached out. DankXp seemed more than keen to discuss Pizza
Market with me, and even claimed to have some ‘insider information’. He was introduced
to platform by the founder himself, who he knew from a clear web community. This indi-
vidual, who he called Mark, was singlehandedly responsible for keeping Pizza Market up
and running. According to DankXp, Mark had disbanded the website in early December
2019, just before setting off on a trip around the world, starting in Central Asia. DankXp
and Mark kept in contact, but around Christmas Mark took off to Nur-Sultan and was
never heard of again.38
A quick search for ‘nur sultan Christmas 2019’ reveals that around that time an air-
plane, traveling from Almaty to Nur-Sultan, had crashed. Shortly after lift-off it had hit a
building, killing 12 passengers and injuring 66.39 Was Mark possibly involved in this acci-
dent? After querying DankXp about this, I failed to get any further response from him.
I believed this to be the end of the story for me, until I received an email from Hams4.
In early April I had sent him a private message on the Booknode forums, with my request
to chat about Pizza Market by email. Hams4 was unpleasantly surprised by my approach,
but nevertheless forthcoming. In my message to him I had explained the situation, stating
that I was writing my dissertation and had chosen to document activity on Pizza Market,
in an attempt to exemplify the malleability of information in archives. Hams4 warned
me, stating that, whilst further investigation would leave me disappointed, he would not
withhold any information.
From: Hans . . . <hans. . .@. . . > 16:11 (4 hours ago)
To: Melle Nieling
Subject: Pizza Market
Hi Melle
You messaged me on bn a while ago. I won’t lie, I’m a bit creeped out by your approaching
me on bn. To each their own?
I understand that you have been ‘spying’ on pizza, and now you want to know more about
it. Yes, I am willing to chat about this email is fine. And also yes, you have my permission
to quote me. I don’t think it’s necessary for you to give more info about yourself. I’m quite
confident I won’t release anything ‘sensitive’.
Ask away.
Regards,
Hans
40
38DankXp, ‘[XMPP chat without title]’ (2020), Online chat.
39Alison Rourke and Andrew Roth, ‘Kazakhstan plane crash: 12 killed as Bek Air flight crashes near Al-
maty airport’, The Guardian, 27 December 2019, </https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/dec/27/
kazakhstan-plane-crash-bek-air-flight-with-100-onboard-goes-down-at-almaty-airport>
[accessed 5 June 2020.
40Hans, ‘Pizza Market’ (2020), Email.
41Melle Nieling, ‘RE: Pizza Market’ (2020), Email.
42Hans, ‘RE: Pizza Market’ (2020), Email.
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From: Melle Nieling <melle.nieling@network.rca.ac.uk> 20:18 (10 minutes ago)
To: Hans . . .
Subject: RE:Pizza Market
Hello Hans,
That’s great to hear. Once again, my apologies for looking into you, I understand it is creepy.
First of all, I have always found it really difficult to position myself in relationship to Pizza
Market. I was never invited, but bought a code on a marketplace. Registering at the time,
and even looking through the archive I have built, it absolutely escapes me what the real
topic is. At times I was under the impression you were talking about drugs, but some topics
seemed to talk about child exploitation. Can you confirm what Pizza Market was about?
Also, I was in contact with another user, who told me the owner was called ‘Mark’. Do you
know more about that? I would like to know what happened to him after the site went offline.
Finally, it would be great if you could tell me a bit about your relationship to Pizza Market,
e.g. how were you introduced to it and what kept you involved?
I am looking forward to your response. Thank you in advance.
Kind regards,
Melle
41
From: Hans . . . <hans. . .@. . . > 17:32 (1 hours ago)
To: Melle Nieling
Subject: Pizza Market
Hi Melle
So, spoiler alert. Pizza was and remains strictly an online role playing game. You said you
were browsing on there for a year? I’m amazed you managed that without realising. Do you
think I would use such similar usernames across the web, if it was real. No, I wouldn’t.
Codes for pizza are free. It’s really fucking funny that you paid for it. If you want, I can giv
eyou a code for our new website.
So, no, nothing to do with kiddy porn (why even), or anything shady for that matter. We’re
just a bunch of dudes having fun.
I’m not sure who you talked to.We kind of take turns in running the site, and Mark ran the
one with the nineties vibe. He’s still active, most of us are, but some come and go.
As I said, we’re still online, we just constantly change websites and that’s part of the fun.
Hope that clarifies it
Regards,
Hans
42
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Concluding Unacademic Postscript to Archival Frag-
ments
As I thought of concluding this text, I found myself questioning whether the above had
actually been concluded, or if I would be rashly forcing a conclusion to something ongo-
ing. Not dissimilar to Derrida’s attestation that, regardless of our drive to trace everything
back to its inception, you cannot find the root of all roots,43 you also cannot trace things
forward, to its latest occurrence, fork, or influence—if you were to try this, you would find
yourself in the mise en abyme-esque spiral of constantly referring to your own last men-
tion of the subject, as if you were chasing your own shadow. Perhaps things do have an
origin (read also: veracity), and this origin lies in a future inspection of them, akin to the
phenomenon in quantum physics, where the act of observing a process influences its out-
come.44 Information is caught in a constant causal loop (see figure 10), its meaning and
implications subject to our subjective scrutiny. Kierkegaard, in his postscript (the name-
sake of this final section), argues that ‘an object of knowledge is not complete in itself’,
since it has not ceased to be and ‘is still in the process of becoming’—we cannot ‘approx-
imate accurate knowledge of the thing’ considering ‘we too are in the process of becom-
ing’—and ‘concludes that when we claim to have knowledge of a thing, we do so solely
through an act of faith.’45 a b
Figure 10: Example of a causal loop, where a ship causes itself to sink. In a causal loop an event causes itself or
its cause, and thus there is no beginning to be found.46
46
According to Kierkegaard, ‘truth is subjectivity’.47 This specific ‘truth’ that is equal to
subjectivity may not be the same ‘truth’ as you would expect to find at an object’s incep-
tion—and seen through an objective lens—but a derivative. To exemplify this, let us look
aIn Kierkegaard’s own words: ‘. . . everything is placed in the process of becoming [Vorden], because the em-
pirical object is not finished, and the existing knowing spirit is itself in the process of becoming. Thus truth is
an approximating whose beginning cannot be established absolutely, because there is no conclusion that has
retroactive power. On the other hand, every beginning, when it is made . . . , does not occur by virtue of imma-
nental thinking but is made by virtue of a resolution, essentially by virtue of faith.’48
bI wish to clarify that Kierkegaard’s ‘faith’ is religious, but the ‘faith’ I intend to emphasise here is one of general
nature.
43Derrida, ‘Archive fever: a Freudian impression’, p.19.
44E. Buks et al., ‘Dephasing in electron interference by a ‘which-path’ detector’, Nature 391:6670 (1998),
</https://doi.org/10.1038/36057>.
45D. Anthony Storm, ‘Concluding Unscientific Postscript’ (n.d.), </http://sorenkierkegaard.org/
concluding-unscientific-postscript.html> [accessed 3 July 2020].
46Kip S. Thorne, Black Holes and Time Warps, volume 0 (New York, NY, United States: W. W. Norton, 1994).
47Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Postscript to Philosophical Fragments, p.189.
48Søren Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Postscript to Philosophical Fragments, volume 1, trans. by Hong,
Howard V. and Hong, Edna H. (Princeton, NJ, United States: Princeton University Press, 2013), p.189.
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at ‘truth’ as the temperature of a body of water: measuring the temperature of a body of
water with a temperature of x, with a thermometer with a temperature of y , y will affect
x, causing x to change, until a thermal equilibrium is reached (at which point y1 = x1),
and therefore throw off the results. The only way to avoid this, is by heating up or cool-
ing down the thermometer to match the water’s temperature, before inserting it into the
water, which requires a priori knowledge of the water’s temperature (the ‘truth’),49 thus
defeating the purpose of conducting the experiment in the first place. Quoting Sheila Fitz-
patrick, Emily Robinson writes that some historians apply ‘apparent objectivity’ as ‘“a kind
of historian’s super ego”’. She continues that even the strive for objectivity itself can ‘have
emotional and affective qualities’.50 The drive to find an origin and the disability to do so
align with the desire for a veracity that is objective and conforms to natural state of things,
yet is unattainable. Stating that ‘truth’ is subjectivity, however, may appear as an attempt
at avoiding the responsibility one may or may not have when making truth claims.
Archives as manually collected datasets are subject to human curation; data is in-
cluded, excluded, and presented in a way that can hardly be called objective. The archive
of the Pizza Market discussion boards that I created is no exception, and as a result the
above text bears little to no relation to reality.a As pointed out in the epilogue, everything I
presented as true may be false. The archive contained specific points of data, but did not
consider the context, regardless of my experience of the original environment. Archives
are complex environments, characterised by implicit bias and subject to the subjective
handling of researchers, who may—unwittingly?—veil their findings in objectivity. Seem-
ingly more aware of this inescapability are artists, who utilise archives in unique ways, fab-
ricating connections where, perhaps, there should be none, and in the process emphasise
unexpected and potentially unwanted—yet arguably significant—aspects of reality.51 One
could recognise this same phenomenon with academic researchers, however, and argue
that precisely as a result of the human influence, novel discoveries can be made too.
Extra note on blockchain and veracity:
Unlike most previous network technologies, blockchain does facilitate an infrastructure
that allows for transparent and traceable data sharing. Part of the functionality of blockchain
is built upon the fact that every participant in the network has a copy of the full history
(blockchain) of the specific blockchain, making it just about impossible to tamper with
existing information. This is what makes it possible to run a trustworthy decentralised
system, in opposition to a system that is controlled by a central authority (such as a bank
or government agency).52 However, this is also what makes it possible to retrace every
piece of data shared on the network to its origin (and possibly, even its creator53).
With cryptographic solutions like blockchain and PGP, some of the issues highlighted
in this dissertation may be solved; information can easily be verified as untampered with,
and their origins can be traced, so as to create an accurate timeline of its history. But even
with an honest, clear, and transparent network—archive, history, or other collection of
data—human influence remains troublesome.
aIn my opinion.
49Eric B. Dent, ‘The Observation, Inquiry, and Measurement Challenges Surfaced by Complexity Theory’,
chap. 15 in: Kurt A. Richardson, editor, Managing Organizational Complexity: Philosophy, Theory and Applica-
tion,, ISCE Book Series: Managing the Complex (Charlotte, NC, United States: IAP, 2005), p.254.
50Robinson, ‘Touching the void: Affective history and the impossible’, p.511.
51Hal Foster, ‘An Archival impulse’, October 110:Autumn (2004), especially pp.21—22.
52Satoshi Nakamoto, ‘Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System’ (2008), </https://bitcoin.org/
bitcoin.pdf> [accessed 8 July 2020], Digital document, pp.2–8.
53Philip Koshy, Diana Koshy and Patrick McDaniel, An analysis of anonymity in bitcoin using P2P network traf-
fic, in: Reihaneh Safavi-Naini and Nicolas Christin, editors, Financial Cryptography and Data Security - 18th
International Conference, FC 2014, Revised Selected Papers, Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including sub-
series Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) (Berlin, Germany: Springer
Verlag, January 2014), p.483.
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